Podcast References

- **Basic Format:**
  - Host Last Name, First Initial. (Host). (Year, Month Day). *Title of episode* (No. episode number) [Audio podcast episode]. In Producer First Initial. Last Name (Executive Producer), Title of Podcast. Production Company. URL

**This resource contains examples for:**

1. Podcast
2. Podcast episode

1. Podcast

- List the podcast host as the author, including their role in parentheses. Alternatively, if known, provide the executive producers with their role in parentheses. In the date element, include the years during which the podcast aired. For ongoing podcasts, use the year the podcast started airing and the "present" for the end year (e.g., 2020-present).
- For ended podcasts, provide the start and end years separated by an en dash (e.g., 2017-2020). For podcasts aired in a single year, provide only that year (e.g., 2019). Specify the type of podcast in square brackets (e.g., [Audio podcast], [Video podcast]). End the reference with the URL, unless it's unknown, in which case, omit it.


- **Parenthetical citations:** (Meraji & Demby, 2016–present; Seales, 2018–present)
- **Narrative citations:** Meraji and Demby (2016–present) and Seales (2018–present)

2. Podcast episode

- List the host(s) of the podcast episode as the author, including their role in parentheses. Alternatively, if known, provide the executive producers with their role in parentheses. Include the specific date the podcast episode first aired.
- Provide the episode number after the episode title in parentheses, unless the podcast does not number episodes, in which case, omit the episode number. Specify the type of podcast episode in square brackets (e.g., [Audio podcast episode], [Video podcast episode]). Write "In" followed by the title of the podcast in italics. End the reference with the URL of the episode, unless it's unknown, in which case, omit it.


- **Parenthetical citations:** (Hannah-Jones, 2019; Webster & Abumrad, 2020)
- **Narrative citations:** Hannah-Jones (2019) and Webster and Abumrad (2020)
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